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ABOUT THE HOUSING INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION 

The Housing Industry Association (HIA) is Australia’s only national industry association representing 
the interests of the residential building industry. 
 
As the voice of the residential building industry, HIA represents a membership of 60,000 across 
Australia. Our members are involved in delivering more than 170,000 new homes each year through 
the construction of new housing estates, detached homes, low & medium-density housing 
developments, apartment buildings and completing renovations on Australia’s 9 million existing 
homes. 
 
HIA members comprise a diverse mix of companies, including volume builders delivering thousands 
of new homes a year through to small and medium home builders delivering one or more custom 
built homes a year. From sole traders to multi-nationals, HIA members construct over 85 per cent of 
the nation’s new building stock. 
 
The residential building industry is one of Australia’s most dynamic, innovative and efficient service 
industries and is a key driver of the Australian economy. The residential building industry has a wide 
reach into the manufacturing, supply and retail sectors.  
 
Contributing over $100 billion per annum and accounting for 5.8 per cent of Gross Domestic Product, 
the residential building industry employs over one million people, representing tens of thousands of 
small businesses and over 200,000 sub-contractors reliant on the industry for their livelihood.  
 
HIA exists to service the businesses it represents, lobby for the best possible business environment 
for the building industry and to encourage a responsible and quality driven, affordable residential 
building development industry. HIA’s mission is to: 
 

“promote policies and provide services which enhance our members’ business practices, 
products and profitability, consistent with the highest standards of professional and commercial 
conduct.” 
 

HIA develops and advocates policy on behalf of members to further advance new home building and 
renovating, enabling members to provide affordable and appropriate housing to the growing 
Australian population. New policy is generated through a grassroots process that starts with local 
and regional committees before progressing to the National Policy Congress by which time it has 
passed through almost 1,000 sets of hands.  
 
Policy development is supported by an ongoing process of collecting and analysing data, forecasting, 
and providing industry data and insights for members, the general public and on a contract basis.  
 
The association operates offices in 22 centres around the nation providing a wide range of advocacy, 
business support services and products for members, including legal, technical, planning, workplace 
health and safety and business compliance advice, along with training services, contracts and 
stationary, industry awards for excellence, and member only discounts on goods and services.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

HIA is pleased to be consulted on the development of Victoria’s Draft 30 Year Infrastructure Strategy 

(the strategy) and has provided comments on the draft recommendations which are of most 

relevance and impact on the residential building industry.  

 

HIA had previously provided feedback to Infrastructure Victoria and its strategy approach in 2016. 

This Strategy draws together a number of government projects and programs underway and 

cements the role of Infrastructure Victoria as an overarching body viewing and monitoring 

implementation across government, which is broadly supported.  

 

As mentioned, HIA is pleased to be consulted on this draft strategy, and will be able to provide further 

feedback from the residential building industry on individual recommendations as the details are 

developed and implemented over time.  

 

Infrastructure provision should be planned, developed, and implemented in a co-ordinated manner 

by all levels of government, state, regional and local in consultation with industry. The timely delivery 

of infrastructure drives regional growth, employment and housing development opportunities. 

 

Governments also have a responsibility to implement infrastructure programs to sustainably support 

anticipated growth and this strategy aims to provide the framework for this.  

 

Government’s should also have a responsibility to ensure that the investment cost is shared 

equitably across the whole community, who will benefit and can do this through various methods 

including direct funding, borrowings, utilising public private partnerships or other general rate levies 

–mechanisms that can be shared across the whole community.  

 

One general trend across the nation in regards to residential and housing infrastructure, and Victoria 

is no exception, is that governments have moved towards increasingly costly development 

contributions. HIA has expressed its views around the contributions in Victoria and the increases 

that have occurred over time, particularly as they impact on housing affordability. In addition, value 

capture funding mechanisms have generally also not been supported as they are considered to 

represent a tax on development which can distort the property market and also impact housing 

affordability. HIA explores infrastructure development opportunities together with these costing 

matters and other issues around infrastructure delivery throughout this response. 

 

Finally, HIA has welcomed this opportunity and provides feedback on a range of draft 

recommendations in the report which would directly impact new housing and the 

residential development sector.  
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2. SECTION 1  - RESPONDING TO A CHANGING CLIMATE 

Section 1 of the Infrastructure Strategy provides a range of initiatives aimed at co-ordinating the 
government’s response to climate change. Victoria’s Climate Change Framework has been released 
by government and this section of the report appears to be based around this Framework. In 
achieving some of the targets and goals HIA provides feedback on the following two 
recommendations as they impact housing and supply of housing.  
 
Draft Recommendation 4 
 
Require all new homes to achieve a minimum 7.0 star NatHERS rating (or equivalent) by 
2022, increasing towards 8.0 stars by 2025, either through the National Construction Code 
or Victorian regulations. 
 
HIA response  
 
The strategy advocates for Victoria to incorporate 7 star ratings in 2022 and 8 stars in 2025. 
 
The position adopted in the strategy precedes work that has been occurring nationally and aims to 
pre-empt the outcomes of this process by advocating for a position that is higher than the National 
Construction Code.   
 
Where regulation is required to improve the energy efficiency of new housing, HIA supports minimum 
necessary regulations being applied through the National Construction Code (NCC), developed in 
consultation with industry and which deliver a positive net benefit to both the community and in 
particular to the individual home owner.  
 
In February 2019, the COAG Energy Council (State and Territory Energy Ministers) met and agreed 
on a forward program for increases to the National Construction Code (NCC) energy efficiency 
provisions over the next decade and beyond.  The decision on the trajectory followed 12 months’ 
work by the Federal Department of Environment arising from recommendation 31 in the National 
Energy Productivity Plan (2015) for advancing the NCC energy efficiency provisions 
 
For residential buildings (Class 1 buildings and Class 2 buildings), the agreed trajectory recommends 
significant stringency increases for NCC 2022 and NCC 2025 and thereafter more gradual increases 
every three years until a target of ‘zero energy (and carbon) ready buildings is achieved.  
 
As part of setting this trajectory, Ministers have set the following target for energy efficiency policies 
for buildings, this being:  
 
‘Zero energy (and carbon) ready buildings – zero energy and carbon ready buildings have an energy 
efficient thermal shell and appliances, have sufficiently low energy use and have the relevant set-up 
so they are ‘ready’ to achieve net zero energy and carbon usage, if they are combined with 
renewable or decarbonised energy systems on-site or off-site.’  
 
Achieving this trajectory is still the subject of ongoing discussions amongst building Ministers and in 
this circumstance, it is not considered appropriate for the state government to be pushing through 
with its own reforms ahead of the national agenda.  
 
HIA has been consulted throughout the national process and has continually raised concerns about 
the focus on the building fabric as opposed to a holistic approach, along with a lack of consideration 
to the contribution renewables, can make to reduce both emissions and energy consumption. Future 
policy settings for energy efficiency in buildings should be more holistic and not be based on a ‘star 
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rating’ approach. Rather they should incorporate a ‘whole of house’ approach with the inclusion of 
fixed appliances and renewable energy systems that offset overall energy usage. 
 
Currently the minimum NCC requirement is for a six-star home or equivalent and this is far greater 
than the energy ratings that would be achieved on many existing homes.  
 
Up until the 2019 decision by Federal and State Governments on the Trajectory, there was no 
national target for the reduction of emissions from the building sector. Even with the target being 
established in the Trajectory, it is largely qualitative in nature, and may not be sufficient to assess 
the benefits of current and future regulations for their effective delivery of the desired policy 
outcomes. 
 
This setting of a national target for energy efficiency regulation for residential buildings helps to focus 
attention on the need to take a holistic approach to home design and construction, rather than simply 
focusing on increasing star ratings. In line with HIA’s position on Energy Efficiency in Residential 
Buildings, HIA continues to strongly oppose further stringency increases due to: 
 

 the cost and impact on further stringency increases and the demonstrated need for it given 
current well performing 6-star standards;  

 the lacking of setting of an actual and measurable ‘target’ that current and future energy 
efficiency policies are seeking to achieve; 

 the cumulative impact on a range of other regulatory changes occurring;  

 continual targeting of policies to new buildings as opposed to addressing existing buildings; 

 further stringency increases directly focussed at the building fabric as opposed to a holistic 
approach; and  

 the creation of more ‘tools’ and complexity for energy efficiency regulations. 
 

The residential building industry does acknowledge the need to build environmentally responsible 
housing and our HIA GreenSmart program has been assisting designers, builders and consumers 
make decisions around new homes. HIA’s GreenSmart is a program offering up-to-date information 
on practical, affordable and durable environmental solutions for residential design and construction. 
As one of Australia’s first professional green building initiatives, the program offers a HIA accredited 
training course for builders and designers wanting to develop new skills and acquire green 
credentials, and get access to news and opportunities to help promote your services in the 
marketplace.  
 
In addition, the industry also already provides a range of sustainable housing solutions that meet 
consumer expectations and needs. Significant progress is being made in the delivery of energy 
efficient housing by incorporating energy efficient designs and technology innovations into new 
homes. Current building and planning regulations together with a consumer driven focus deliver a 
significantly higher level of energy efficiency in new homes than the millions of homes constructed 
prior to 2004. 
 
In terms of consideration of future energy efficiency regulations, new buildings only account for 
approximately 2% of housing stock. Whereas, significant energy efficiency gains can be achieved 
by improvements made to the estimated 8-10 million homes built prior to our current energy efficiency 
regulations. 
 
These benefits would include emissions reductions, lower power bills and improved occupant 
comfort. Far greater gains can be had by tackling energy efficiency upgrades for existing housing 
stock,  rather than seeking to further increase standards for new residential building than are already 
highly efficient 6-star standard homes. 
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Draft recommendation 5 
 
In the next five years, develop an energy efficiency disclosure scheme for the sale or rental 
of homes, to overcome information barriers and encourage energy efficiency improvements 
to existing homes. 
 
HIA Response  
 
The notion of introducing a disclosure scheme has been identified in numerous reports and has been 
proposed previously by some states. HIA has a national policy statement on disclosure which 
outlines the parameters for any scheme that is considered for mandatory application.  

 
A scheme for mandatory disclosure at the point of sale or lease of an existing home would be put in 
place to provide a method of forewarning a home owner/occupier of the environmental performance 
of an existing home. Our policy suggests that a simple checklist which may be completed by an 
owner, the real estate agent or a consultant, could be a cost-effective method of disclosure that 
would have the benefit of not locking in a process requiring detailed house plans and potentially 
costly computer assessment of existing homes which ultimately recommend a repeatable set of 
upgrades.  
 
Further to this, a disclosure scheme should be designed to improve public understanding of what 
may be achieved in respect to energy or water efficiency, however, the actual upgrading of the 
building to include any items identified in an assessment should remain a voluntary matter for the 
home owner. The market demand for energy efficient home will be the driver to determine what 
action a home owner takes. 
 
Additionally, where a home has been constructed since 2003 and was required to meet minimum 
energy efficiency requirements under the NCC, the assessment used for the building approvals 
should be accepted as satisfying any mandatory disclosure requirement.  
 
From the discussions we have witnessed regarding disclosure, substantial discussion has focused 
on what should be the disclosure ‘tool’ as opposed to establishing the purpose of the scheme, who 
it is designed for and when it would apply i.e. point of sale or point of rental, as part of an 
incentive/upgrades scheme, etc.  

These matters are considered more critical to the design and introduction of a scheme as opposed 
to the actual tool.  

With these considerations in mind HIA recommends that the final strategy puts forward a 
recommendation for the introduction of a disclosure scheme that is voluntary in first instance and 
work through the relevant issues and that consideration in the future, potentially 3 years after 
introduction and its successful implementation for it to be considered mandatory at the point of sale 
of an existing home. 
 
Draft recommendation 8 
 
Allow new developments to proceed without mandatory gas connection and review all gas 
policies to consider options for future mitigation or transition strategies. 
 
HIA Response  
 
Any proposal to amend the Victorian Planning Provisions (VPP) to not mandate the connection to 
gas infrastructure where available, should clearly recognise and include provision that the option to 
connect to gas is still available. The homeowner should be able to choose the appliances they wish 
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to install and with the introduction of renewable energy sources many consumers are turning to 
alternative energy sources such as PV panels, solar water systems and installation of battery storage 
units.  
 
Therefore any changes to the VPP needs to ensure that the option to connect to gas is still 
available and that the scheme should not be locking developments into a particular fuel source. 
 
Furthermore existing housing amounts to approximately 95% of the housing stock and many of those 
have existing gas appliances for heating, cooking and hot water. Careful management is needed if 
the gas supply is phased out for home owners who have gas appliances or are doing renovations to 
existing homes and installing new appliances.  
 
Discussion Questions p48 

 
What other actions should be taken to improve energy efficiency in existing buildings? 
 
There are a number of Federal and State Government rebate schemes focused on energy 
conservation, being solar hot water, photovoltaic systems (PV) and some recent ones for 
installation of battery storage systems. There are also a number of current state rebate schemes 
focused primarily on water conservation and replacement of high energy using appliances and 
things like televisions, lighting and fridges.  

Addressing the existing building fabric. 

HIA is of the view that if existing building fabric can be addressed, a more significate saving in 
emission reduction could be achieved. This is not to say that those other schemes should not be 
maintained but going forward the ones that should be considered and would have the biggest impact 
would be those seeking to improve the building fabrics thermal performance. 

Ideally these thermal performance/fabric improvements could be incorporated when owners are 
considering undertaking alterations/renovations or additions to the existing house. In many cases it 
may not be financially feasible for the owner to consider changes to the existing building fabric, 
however, if there was some incentive by the government to do so then there could be a greater 
uptake in this area.  

These upgrades could then be included as one of the governments incentive schemes along with 
the current schemes for the installation of PV panels, batteries and energy efficient appliance as 
mentioned above. To ensure that they get suitable uptake they need to be written in a manner that 
is simple to access, understand and apply. 

We have seen a number of situations where work did not commence as a result of requests for 
upgrades to existing part of the building or where the existing part was isolated off to overcome 
having to meet the current NCC in that part of the dwelling, which was not achievable in cost effective 
or practical manner. 

These examples show lost opportunities for improving the existing part of the building which could, 
for example be built to 4 star standard (BCA 2003-2006), which would provide a substantial 
improvement for the dwelling and much more realistic expectation from an upgrade perspective. 

HIA would like to see a body of work done to look at developing a standard or handbook for the 
upgrading of existing part of existing buildings that provides practical and realistic provisions that are 
set at an appropriate standard – equivalent to a 4-star standard. 

HIA would be happy to work with Federal and State Governments on developing such a scheme and 
on the development of handbook or code of practice that includes simple cost effective, how to install 
construction methods that could potentially be co-badged in a Government and industry 
guide/standard. 
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Draft Recommendation 10  
 
Strategically review the climate change consequences for Victoria’s infrastructure needs and 
priorities, commencing in November 2021 after delivering the first set of targets, pledges and 
plans under the Climate Change Act 2017. Responses may include identifying investment 
priorities, revising land use planning policies, strengthening building codes and standards, 
updating regional and sectoral strategies, or undertaking further research and analysis to 
improve understanding of risks and potential responses. 
 
HIA Response  
 
It is considered sensible for the Government to review any strategy or legislated matters as they are 
implemented over time. Victoria’s infrastructure needs and priorities in light of government’s view of 
climate change consequences are important to residential building industry. HIA is willing to engage 
and consult with government to assist with the strategic review. 
 
 
Draft Recommendation 17  
 
Immediately begin updating transport regulations to allow automated vehicle operation on 
the road network. In the next 10 years, upgrade roads and communications infrastructure to 
help facilitate increasingly connected and automated vehicles, particularly for corporate and 
government fleets. Develop policy, business case and land use planning guidance to 
maximise the benefits of automated vehicle  
 
Concurringly the following is in the paper  
 
The Victorian Government should also create planning flexibility to support property owners 
and local authorities to adapt to automated vehicles. Immediate priorities include flexibility 
in statutory planning for car parking infrastructure and design standards to allow for retrofits. 
They also include introducing flexible kerb space in high density areas so spaces better meet 
changing demand and future ways we use our vehicles, as well as local transport and land 
use goals. 
 
Whilst it is recognised that there are emerging technologies in terms of automated vehicles, it is 
premature to suggest that flexibility should be provided immediately in statutory planning measures 
to take into account car parking infrastructure for such vehicles. Some new housing estates will take 
into account measures to allow for car battery charging but this is in response to hybrid vehicles that 
are currently available. The opportunities for this will emerge in response to market demand and 
should not be immediately mandated in planning instruments.  
 
Draft Recommendation 31  
 
In the next two years, improve infrastructure planning for managing residual waste, and 
further clarify the role of waste to energy facilities. Over the next thirty years, consistently 
invest in waste avoidance through behaviour change programs, pricing, regulation and 
incentives. 
 
HIA Response  
 
Waste management is an issue for all Victorians that will require a reasonable and balanced 
approach from State government to ensure this important matter is managed cooperatively and 
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collaboratively with the private sector and without delay. However, as a general rule, recycling and 
responsible waste management is now a well-entrenched social value that is encouraged and 
promoted by all levels of government.   
 
The issue of waste management on building sites is a topic of constant discussion and review as 
the key issue is how builders manage the waste emitting from a domestic building site where there 
are few economies of scale, particularly for smaller builders in generating efficiencies for recycling.  
 
Also a greater focus can be directed toward the source of the waste. That is, the amount of 
wrapping, bindings etc. when materials are delivered to site. The oversupply in the quantity of 
materials ordered and delivered to site means that sometimes these quantities often have to be 
rounded up for example to the nearest 100 or 1000 units meaning oversupply an lead to materials 
being discarded as waste. It is a complex issue and HIA would be pleased to be part of any further 
discussions in regards to this recommendation.  
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3. SECTION 2  - MANAGING URBAN CHANGE 

 
Draft Recommendation 32  
 
In the next five years, develop and publish long-term infrastructure plans for priority 
infrastructure sectors for which the Victorian Government maintain substantial 
responsibilities, including sequencing and timelines for investment. 
 
HIA Response  
 
The concept of providing long term infrastructure plans is supported and will allow for the land 
development to plan with some degree of certainty. The detail of these long term infrastructure plans 
will be important and determine their worth in providing industry with a degree of certainty. Such 
plans must provide detail, such as the priority status: high, medium, low and an indication as to when 
infrastructure is intended to be delivered and how infrastructure is to be funded. 
 
Draft Recommendation 33 
 
Immediately develop and publish Victoria’s integrated transport plan. Require transport and 
land use plans to align with each other. 
 
HIA Response  
 
The development of infrastructure plans to assist with the long term planning of transport health and 
education should help provide certainty in planning for the future. 
 
The development of an integrated transport plan will assist with co-ordinating agencies and private 
sector development of infrastructure. 
 

Draft Recommendation 34  
 
In the next two years, review Victoria’s many infrastructure contribution schemes to create a 
consistent and efficient system that contributes to local and Victorian Government 
infrastructure costs. A revised infrastructure contribution system can apply more broadly, 
including in established suburbs, growth areas, peri-urban areas, and regional cities. 
 
HIA Response  
 
Most states have systems in place for the collection of a monetary sum from developers which 
contribute towards the infrastructure required to facilitate and enhance residential developments. 
 
Typically known as developer or infrastructure contributions, the collection is arranged at state or 
local government level to cover the cost of both basic and essential infrastructure and other items of 
infrastructure that contribute towards a region where housing is or will be developed. 
 
Various schemes have been implemented in Victoria. These have ranged from schemes which cost 
and fund individual items of infrastructure through development contributions plans (DCPs), as well 
as the newly developed standardised levy approach through Infrastructure Contributions Plans 
(ICPs) which are being rolled out in in greenfield areas of Melbourne with an “up to” amount for a 
developer to contribute. 
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DCPs also operate throughout Victoria. ICPs are commencing their operation in Greenfield areas 
and at the current time the Government is looking to expand these to both regional and strategic 
development areas (SDA’s). 
 
There are complexities and issues with both systems. It is likely that Victoria will continue to manage 
a system of DCPs that will require up to 20 years to complete, whilst also transitioning towards more 
standard contribution rates through the Infrastructure Contribution Plans (ICPs). The review 
mentioned in this recommendation is already underway and HIA has contributed to it and will 
continue to do so.  
 
The question is whether the governments new ICP roll out will resolve the issues that were identified 
with regard to DCPs. Or whether the arrangements that have been put in place since the introduction 
of the ICP system add to the complexity. As ICPs are at the very starting point of their implementation 
it is reasonable to consider whether a review at this stage will unveil the full gamut of practical, 
procedural and administrative matters that are beginning to surface or will further reviews be required 
as the implementation of ICPs increases? 
  
One general trend across the nation, and Victoria is no exception, is that governments have moved 
towards increasingly costly development contributions. In many instances contributions are 
becoming close to full funding and this trend is not supported. Greater accountability around cost 
and funding mechanisms is required. 
 
This is partially due the large range and higher quality of facilities being requested by authorities and 
in many cases a conscious decision to shift the majority of the costs onto new development, rather 
than for governments to pay for the infrastructure required.  
 
Governments are cost shifting away from raising revenue via taxation and reinvesting it into new 
communities. The contributions are significant, pay for many items of infrastructure that are part of 
the cost of a development and to facilities and infrastructure that benefits the broader community. It 
is also evident that they have increased over time, and add significant cost to the development of 
new homes. 
 
HIA’s policy view is that the cost shift towards developers and then homebuyers through 
development contributions through higher land prices is largely unjustified by government. 
 
However, there are certain infrastructure costs for which developers should bear and contribute. 
HIA’s view is that development specific infrastructure, or infrastructure which provides essential 
access and service provision without which the development could not proceed, are considered to 
be core requirements for housing development and should be provided by developers in a timely 
manner to facilitate affordable development. 
 
Examples of this kind of infrastructure are local roads, local storm water drainage, land for local open 
space and direct costs of connecting to water, sewerage and power supplies. Development specific 
infrastructure is needed and establishes a nexus with the services necessary for the provision of the 
allotment or building and could realistically be expected to be funded by the developer.  
 
The costs of broader community, social and regional infrastructure including items for new 
development that is accessible to the wider community, not just to the residents from where the 
contribution was levied, are considered to be ancillary to the direct provision of housing and an 
increased population and should be borne by the whole community and funded from general rate 
revenue, borrowings or alternative funding mechanisms. 
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Examples of community and regional infrastructure include headworks for water, sewerage and 
power supplies, community facilities such as schools, libraries & child care centres, district and 
regional improvements such as parks, regional open space and capital repairs, public transport 
capital improvements and district and regional road improvements. This community social and 
regional infrastructure establishes a nexus with the needs of the broader population who will occupy 
the general area over a longer timescale and should be funded by broader taxation measures. 
 
There should be certain principles utilised where infrastructure contributions apply. The overarching 
principles should be the same for any new system that is implemented system – regardless of DCPs 
or ICPs. 
 
A starting point with all contribution schemes must be the principles set down in the Eddie Barron 
decision of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal in 1990.The case spoke about the following key 
principles: 
 

1. Need - The need created by the development and the measures, to satisfy the need must be 
adequately identified. 
 

2. Equity - The payment or levy must be a fair and reasonable apportionment of the cost of 
implementing the need satisfaction measures. 
 

3. Accountability - The responsible authority should implement procedures to ensure that the 
money collected cannot be used for any purpose other than that for which it was levied and 
which clearly show how, when and where the money collected is spent. 
 

4. Nexus - There must be a reasonable nexus between the development and the need 
satisfaction measures. 

 
There are other issues with contributions sometimes confused with principles which include:  
 

 The question of housing affordability which must be a goal of government and should be an 
objective of any contribution systems.  

 The application of the user pays economic principle as a contributions principle despite its 
use, can distort a fair apportionment approach.  

 The approach to cost recovery where full cost recovery dominates rather than levies as a 
contribution.  

 
Any new system should ensure that the levies are based on a fair and justified set of principles. It 
appears that the increases in the amounts being levied that has in part prompted a review which is 
underway at the moment and it is hoped that a fairer and more realistic system will be applied. There 
is likely to be a mix of the DCPs and ICP principles involved, but any new system should result in 
both greater certainty over the cost of development and a reduction in costs for developers and 
homebuyers associated with funding local infrastructure items. Finally for a range of reasons, HIA 
does not support the extension of Melbourne Greenfield ICPs into regional Victoria, particularly whilst 
there is a review underway. 
 
Draft Recommendation 35 – Supporting more homes in priority places  
 
In the next year, identify new priority locations in established suburbs for residential 
intensification to better use existing infrastructure. Following this, review planning settings 
in partnership with local government to allow increased housing density and establish design 
panel reviews for development applications. 
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HIA Response 
 
The concept of setting up the planning system to allow for more residential intensification in existing 
areas is supported. The construction of between 2-10 dwellings is the most common planning permit 
application type in Victoria. Rather than adding to what is already a long and drawn out planning 
process the government should be looking at ways to facilitate the planning process to achieve its 
intended outcomes of building a planning system that caters for this housing need and building up 
greater densities in existing areas.  
 
HIA has been a long advocate to expand the Governments faster planning process, VicSmart to 
enable small to medium sized projects to occur in a timely manner.  
 
Also currently, most single dwellings on smaller lots require a planning permit. This permit 
requirement places administrative burden on the system and unfairly disadvantages development of 
smaller blocks – because they are captured by the planning permit process whereas a single 
dwelling on even a slightly larger a larger allotment is not. Also these applications serve to hold up 
the consideration of medium density proposals. 
 
As it stands, if a planning permit is required for a single dwelling or an extension on a small lot, the 
development is subject to notification requirements and third party review rights. Unless otherwise 
required by other provisions, such as an Overlay, these processes do not apply when a lot larger 
than the minimum adopted area (generally either 300 square metres or 500 square metres) is 
developed. If the land is zoned for residential there should be an expectation that a single dwelling 
will be constructed. There needs to be a simpler way to approve single dwellings and small medium 
density projects on residentially zoned land. This would ensure that planning processes can focus 
on more medium sized projects. Some matters that should be considered to remove single dwelling 
from the planning system include: 
 
• Removal of the lot size trigger for single dwellings - dwelling proposals, on land zoned 

residential, could be assessed against Part 5 of the Victorian Building Regulations 2018 (the 
Regulations).  Additional standards specific to small lots could be included in the Regulations. 
In the event that a dwelling does not fully comply with Part 5 of the Regulations, an application 
could be made for the ‘report and consent’ to the relevant local council, with adjoining affected 
properties invited to comment on the proposal. Many allotments are well suited to this, 
particularly corner allotments and other well serviced existing residential areas in middle ring 
suburban areas. This would allow single dwellings on smaller lots to proceed more smoothly.  

 
• a new model to require only subdivision approval – with siting and design matters to be dealt 

with under Part 5 of the Building Regulations (for all lots sizes) when the building permit is 
obtained.  

 
Also to assist with providing a more timely planning process for medium density proposals: 
 
• Expand the proposed VicSmart+ assessment pathway to allow two to ten dwellings per lot 

qualify as a development type to be assessed under the new VicSmart+ permit process. 
 
Finally, there is no detail of the concept around design panels, the concept is not generally supported 
as the design matters for consideration are largely subjective and if a design panel were to refuse a 
submission on the grounds that they simply don’t like the look of a development – yet it complies 
with all relevant building and planning measures, this is considered to be counter-productive to 
achieving more timely and better outcomes from the process.  HIA has recently developed a national 
campaign titled One House One Approval – this campaign addresses a core role of HIA that being 
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to work with all state and territory governments to achieve simple and effective approval outcomes 
for all new housing. HIA would be willing to discuss this further with the State government in the near 
future. 
 
Draft Recommendation 36 
 
Immediately change and actively apply planning rules to provide affordable rental housing 
for Victorians on very low incomes in places re-zoned for more intensive residential use. 
 
HIA Response  
 
The concept is supported but should not be achieved by housing quotas. It is considered that by 
mandating a percentage of affordable rental housing, it is akin to imposing a tax on new housing. 
This is because the costs incurred by developments in subsidising a particular form of housing tenure 
must invariably be borne by the new home-buying public and not the general community. This is 
inequitable and unfair.  
 
A holistic and sophisticated approach to the issue of providing increased levels of affordable housing 
and solving the housing affordability crisis is essential. 
 
The funding and development of public and affordable housing is not keeping up with community 
needs. Governments are increasingly shifting the burden of funding new affordable housing to the 
private sector rather than confronting the challenges of supply as a broader community issue 
requiring funding from general rates and taxes. Notwithstanding the Victorian governments recent 
announcement through the Big Housing Build, and targets to build the stock of affordable and social 
housing, in general state and local governments should not be looking towards affordable housing 
quotas to solve their own targets for publicly provided and supported housing, as well as to increase 
the supply of affordable housing.   
 
Affordable housing levies usually require the provision or replacement of housing in exchange for 
the granting of rezoning or development consent. The requirement is usually met by either payment 
of a monetary contribution to the consent authority, providing a defined ‘quota’ of affordable housing 
within a project or negotiating an additional floor space or other development entitlement for the 
provision of ‘affordable’ housing as part of a total project. Housing is largely a private sector activity 
and, as such, is driven by market forces. Many developments and builders already contribute 
towards providing affordable housing, based on their price positioning at the lower end of the market. 
If social housing is required then it is the responsibility of governments to provide such infrastructure 
from general revenue.  
 
There are other options that can be considered where developers and builders to enter into on a 
voluntary basis to increase the delivery of affordable housing units. 
 
Some of these measures include - increasing land supply and development rights for affordable 
housing. Governments can proactively enable land supply for affordable housing by auditing their 
own surplus land supply and selling it for the purpose of industry delivering the desired quota of 
affordable housing. Authorities should also issue suitable development rights over that land to a 
social housing authority, private community housing provider or industry member for the purposes 
of building and supplying affordable housing.   
 
Voluntary supply of affordable housing in a development in exchange for agreed or negotiated 
development bonuses which are relevant to the particular site and location. It is industry’s experience 
that many current development bonuses offered do not allow for a product that can be reasonably 
offered to a target market in a given area. Incentives for developers could include bonuses on 
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heights, plot ratio and density requirements, car parking, a faster planning process or other planning 
scheme concessions, all of which should be guaranteed through relevant project specific planning 
provisions after a develop agrees to undertake a project, to ensure the project is financially and can 
proceed to be built.  
 
Other mechanisms can include innovative funding to ensure greater government buy in on private 
development. Government agencies should subsidise the housing product for low income earners. 
The homebuyer would finance part of the mortgage (perhaps 70 per cent) with the ‘equity authority’ 
being state or local government financing the remainder. Deferment on the payment on the full 
market value at the time of purchase assists with increasing the supply of affordable housing and 
the housing industry is the deliverer of the product on the ground.  
 
Also increasing the opportunity for ‘joint venture’ partnerships.  Local or state government can 
partner with a willing private developer to build and manage a project where there is a component of 
affordable housing that must be made available with strict arrangements around the management of 
homes into the future to avoid profiteering. Industry is the deliverer of product on the ground.    
 
Tax and Levy Concessions for Developers could be offered to developers willing to agree and 
provide an affordable housing component to their development. Relevant tax concessions could be 
provided in the form of stamp duty or other concessions such as sale price on the land or an 
exemption from state based infrastructure contributions and other relevant property taxes. 
 
Inclusionary zoning policies and affordable housing quotas add costs to an already over-taxed and 
over-regulated housing industry. The housing quota concept is flawed and inequitable as any costs 
incurred by developments in subsidising a particular form of housing must invariably be borne by the 
new home-buying public, who are least likely to be able to afford this impost. This in effect, further 
exacerbates housing affordability problems.  
 
Draft Recommendation 37 
 
Immediately provide direct funding, and reform the developer open space contribution 
scheme, to create an interconnected open space network and extend Melbourne’s urban tree 
canopy. 
 

HIA Response  
 
More information is required as this is quite broad. Developers already contribute towards open 
space, either as cash or land and this needs to be further considered in light of the overall amount 
that is already contributed. More detail is required with regard to how this recommendation might 
impact existing open space contribution schemes such as that administered by Section 18 of the 
Subdivision Act 1988 and Clause 53.01 Public Open Space Contributions and Subdivision of the 
VPPs. 
 
Draft Recommendation 56 
 
Immediately establish an accessibility upgrade fund to contribute towards priority building 
upgrades to meet contemporary accessibility standards. By 2032, require all Victorian 
Government provided and funded services to be delivered from premises meeting 
contemporary accessibility standards. 
 

HIA Response  
 
Measures to support increased access to public buildings are supported.   
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4. SECTION 3  - HARNESS INFRASTRUCTURE FOR PRODUCTIVITY AND GROWTH  

 
Draft Recommendation 68 
 
Within two years, empower an appropriate government body to monitor Infrastructure 
delivery in new growth areas and priority urban renewal precincts, and proactively advise on 
delivery sequencing and funding. In the next five years, develop program business cases for 
growth areas and precincts that consider the timing, sequencing and funding of necessary 
infrastructure. 
 
HIA Response  
 
HIA supports the concept of a monitoring authority to oversee and report in infrastructure delivery in 
new growth areas. It would be an advantage for developers to factor in the infrastructure 
development occurring and any out of sequence costs that they may need to build in to feasibility 
studies if they were to “leapfrog” the existing urban front.  
 
This may not be as necessary for strategic development areas as most infill urban sites to rely on 
existing infrastructure as most councils will have built their infrastructure to cater for urban capacities 
well beyond their infrastructure limits. However, in consultation with industry it may be prudent that 
consideration be given as to whether an appropriate government body should also be tasked with 
monitoring instances where upgrades or augmentation of existing infrastructure are required 
providing comment on existing capacity, condition and the need for upgrade. 
 
Draft Recommendation 71 
 
Achieve 30% tree canopy coverage in new growth areas by mandating coverage during 
precinct development. Fund relevant Victorian Government agencies and local government 
to plant, replace and maintain canopy trees. 
 
It is appropriate for governments to manage this. Developers have certain responsibilities in regards 
to the provision of street trees and these do contribute towards the canopy.  
 
Discussion question  

 
How should the Victorian Government encourage more trees to be planted on private land in 
new growth areas? 
 
HIA Response 
 
This should not be considered as part of the infrastructure plan – this is the responsibility of 
individuals and their choice as to how they embellish their own properties. All multi dwelling units 
have landscape plans and this means that a certain amount of planting is mandated through the 
planning process. But apart from this it is an individual’s own decision as to the planting schedule on 
their own property.   
 
 
 

 

 




